Increasing computing clouds are delivered to customers. Each cloud, however, provides an individual, non-standard user interface. The difference in cloud interfaces must burden the users when they work with several clouds for acquiring the services with expected price. This paper introduces an integrated framework that can be used by cloud users to access the underlying services in a uniform, cloud-independent manner. Theframework is anextention of a graphical grid user interface developed withinthe g-Eclipse project. The goal of building a cloud user interface on top of a grid interface is to combine clouds and grids into a singlerealm, allowing an easy interoperation between the two infrastructures.
Introduction
Since Amazon announced its computing cloud EC2 [1] and storage cloud S3 [2] , cloud computing becomes a hot topic. As a consequence, a number of cloud infrastructures have been established, both for commercial and research purpose . Examples are Google App Engine [13] , Microsoft Live Mesh [IS] , Nymbus [8] , Cumlus [16] , Eucalyptus [5] , and OpenNybula [4] . Currently, most of the cloud project s focus on Infrastructure as a Service and Software as a Service, but we are sure that other topics, such as Software as Platform as a Service and HPC as a Service, will be addressed in the near future .
Actually, cloud computing is not a completely new concept. It has similar features with grid computing. A detailed compari son between these two paradigms can be found in [II] . Grid computing has been investigated for thirty years. Many grid infrastructures, especially those at the international level, were well established. Hence, cloud computing will not replace grid computing; rather it provides the user community with additional computing platforms.
Grid computing has ever faced a problem : different middleware s have own requirement for accessing the infrastructure . This problem was solved by building an abstract layer to hide the middleware-specific implementation [7, 14] . Cloud computing has the same problems. Currently, each cloud offers a different user interface, mostly command-line, requiring the user to install their client software and learn how to use the commands to request the services .
Our solution is an integrated, intuitive platform that can be used as a generic , standard interface to access any cloud. Users see an identical view, no matter which cloud is accessed . Furthermore, the interface uses graphical present ation, which is easier to operate than command-line options. Besides serving as a cloud interface, the platform is also a bridge to connect the cloud with the grid . In this case, we build the cloud user interface on top of an existing grid framework that was developed within the g-Eclipse project.
g-Eclipse [7, to) aims at providing a generic framework that allows users to access the power of the existing grid infrastructures via a standardized, customizable, and intuitive interface. This framework is designed for all grid users, operators, and application developers . Grid users can interact with grid resources in a simple, graphical way without having to know the technical details . For example , files can be transferred across grid sites by drag&drop; job submission needs only a mouse click . Resource providers can use the intuitive tools to operate and maintain the grid sites, manage the virtual organizations, and perform benchmarking. Application developers reduce the development cycle with the g-Eclipse support of remote building and deployment tools.
g-Eclipse is designed to support users of various virtual organizations. It uses a layered infrastructure with middleware-independent interfaces and middleware specific functionalities. Currently, standard middleware functionalities are provided.
This work extends g-eclipse with a cloud-independent infrastructure, including editors and views for service presentation and templates for supporting cloud programming models. Based on this infrastructure, various cloud platforms can be connected to the g-Eclipse framework with an individual implementation for accessing the specific cloud. This paper describes the design of the cloud infrastructure and the connection to the Amazon EC2 as an example.
The remainder of the paper is organized as following . Section I first gives an introduction to the g-Eclipse framework . This is followed by the concept and design of an integrated cloud user interface in Section 3. Section 4 describes our initial implementation of the proposed concept with EC2 and demonstrates how to access this cloud via the extended g-Eclipse framework . The paper concludes in Section 5 with a brief summary and several future directions.
g-Eclipse: Building a Framework to Access the Power of the Grid
The g-Eclipse framework was originally designed to provide a high-level abstraction for accessing grid infrastructures based on traditional grid middleware systems such as gLite [6) or GRIA [9) . It is build on top of the well-known Eclipse framework [12) and makes extensive use of its design-patterns. The abstraction layer -called the Grid Model -unifies the structure and functionality of grids in a set of well defined Java interfaces. Basic implementations of these interfaces for generic functionalities, as well as a UI layer, are provided to present and access underlying infrastructures in a standardized way. On top of these core parts, middleware specific implementations of the Grid Model can be plugged-in. This so called implementation layer enables the access to infrastructures based on the corresponding middlewares. So far the g-Eclipse project has integrated two different middlewares, i. e. gLite which focuses on the scientific user and GRIA which targets industry and commerce. The current gLite implementation covers all use-cases foreseen in the Grid Model. Therefore, this part may be seen as finalized. The GRIA implementation is in an early
